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ALMA Reveals Early Dust Enrichment in a Galaxy in the Heart of Reionization Era

Radio Astronomy Group (A-Lab) at Nagoya U

•Astrophysics lab (A-lab; radio astronomy) 

•4 faculty members, 8 PDs, 18 graduate students 

•Nanten2 submillimeter telescope: Galactic molecular clouds 

•“Experimental” galaxy research group (since 2017) 

•High-z studies with ALMA 

•Instrumentation for ASTE 10m (DESHIMA), LMT 50m (MOSAIC), Millimetric 
AO for LST/AtLAST 50m
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Frontiers in extragalactic astronomy

!3z ~ 11.1 galaxy! (Oesch et al. 2016) Cosmic SFRD (Bouwens et al. 2015)ALMA Deep Survey 
(Hatsukade+)

Credit: NAOJ
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Far-Infrared Fine-Structure Lines

•Brightest lines in the FIR: [C II] 158um, [O III] 88um, [O I] 63um 

•Probe physical properties of ISM (ionization state, metallicity) 

•Reach z = 20. Competitive with JWST/NIRSpec C III]1909A
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The effect of FIR lines on the selection of high-z galaxies L97

Figure 2. The rest-frame SED of SMM J2135−0102, a typical high-redshift
SMG at z = 2.3259, showing the bright, narrow molecular and atomic emis-
sion lines seen in the FIR and submillimetre. The continuum component of
the SED is derived from fits to the Herschel and ground-based photometry
(Ivison et al. 2010a; Swinbank et al. 2010) corrected for the emission-line
contributions. Added to this are the emission lines derived from the obser-
vations of Danielson et al. (2011) or for lines shortward of 100 µm from
the predictions from the PDR model used in that work. The observed [C II]
line in this source contributes 0.27 per cent of LFIR and along with other
strong lines may make a significant contribution to broad-band fluxes at cer-
tain redshifts (to better illustrate this, the inset shows the same SED around
the dust peak, with a linear flux scaling). We also indicate the observed-
frame passbands for the Herschel PACS (160 µm) and SPIRE (250, 350 and
500 µm), SCUBA-2 (450 and 850 µm) and LABOCA (870 µm) filters.

Before continuing, we stress that SMM J2135−0102 was first
identified at 870 µm, a passband which is not influenced by strong
line emission in this source and hence the strength of its emission
lines is likely to be representative of typical high-redshift SMGs,
rather than the most extreme examples. This is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which shows an L[C II]/LFIR ratio which is not extreme for luminous,
high-redshift sources, where line emitters have already been found
with greater than or equal to four times higher ratios. In fact, as we
discuss below, the selection of the brightest sources in a particular
waveband may select a population with line-to-continuum ratios in
that waveband which are far higher than typical.

3 R ESULTS

As an illustration of the effects of line contamination on the broad-
band fluxes of high-redshift SMGs, we redshift our template SED
and at each redshift we find the fluxes which would be observed
in the Herschel 160-, 250-, 350- and 500-µm bands, and the 450-
and 850-µm SCUBA-2 bands (the latter matching the LABOCA
870-µm filter). In Fig. 3, we plot the fractional increase in these
fluxes as a function of the redshift for the SMM J2135−0102 SED,
compared to a line-free SED. This figure demonstrates that even
for relatively weak-lined SEDs there can be moderate variations
in the expected fluxes, 5–10 per cent, for many passbands at z !
1. These line contributions are comparable to the absolute flux
calibration uncertainty of typical submillimetre maps (e.g. Weiss
et al. 2009) and the residual errors in source fluxes after correcting
for confusion effects in these low-resolution maps (so-called flux

Figure 3. The contribution as a function of the source redshift to the contin-
uum emission in the Herschel PACS and SPIRE, SCUBA-2 and LABOCA
bands, from the emission lines shown in Fig. 2. The influence of the
[C II] 158 µm line can be seen in the 250-, 350-, 500- and 850-µm bands at
z ∼ 0.6, 1.2, 2.2 and 4.4, respectively, with a contribution to the broad-band
fluxes of 5–10 per cent. Note that these contributions are based on a [C II]
line comprising 0.27 per cent of the galaxy’s LFIR. The line contributions
will scale linearly with the line-to-FIR luminosity ratio, so sources with
L[C II]/LFIR ! 1 per cent (Fig. 1) will have contributions greater than or
equal to four times larger, ∼20–40 per cent, corresponding to the right-hand
flux scale. We caution that the contributions for the higher redshift sources
in the shorter wavelength filters (e.g. at z ∼ 4 and z ∼ 6 at 250 and 350 µm,
respectively) are based on predicted, rather than observed, line fluxes.

boosting, Coppin et al. 2006), although unlike these two sources of
flux error, the line contamination is redshift-dependent.

However, given that we already know of examples of high-
redshift sources with stronger lines than our template SED (Fig. 1),
there is the potential for even larger variations. As an example,
we renormalize the atomic lines in our template SED so that [C II]
158 µm corresponds to 1 per cent of the bolometric emission and
recalculate their contribution to the broad-band fluxes. We find
that for such strong-lined emitters the emission lines can boost the
broad-band fluxes by ∼20–40 per cent or greater (as shown by the
right-hand scale in Fig. 3). Such variation in the apparent flux of
sources due to emission lines falling in the passband have two ob-
vious consequences: (i) the presence of lines in only a subset of
passbands may result in unusual colours for some combinations
of filters at certain redshifts; and (ii) the visibility of strong-lined
sources at particular redshifts is enhanced, resulting in their over-
representation in flux-limited samples.

To show the influence of line contamination on properties derived
from the broad-band photometry, we look at the effect of including
emission lines on the dust temperature and luminosity estimates.
We fit the fluxes from our redshifted template SED, with and with-
out emission lines, with a modified blackbody with β = 1.5 at the
known redshift and determine the characteristic temperature, Tdust,
and FIR luminosity, LFIR. Using the SMM J2135−0105 SED, we
find negligible effects on the derived temperatures and luminosities,
"1 K and "10 per cent, respectively, when complete, high-quality
photometric data are available. However, sources with stronger lines
may suffer more significant biases, for example, ∼30 per cent in
luminosity. Moreover, the increased flux in the line-contaminated
passbands, and hence the apparently higher significance of the de-
tections in these passbands coupled with incomplete photometric
coverage, may lead to even larger discrepancies. Such effects would

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 414, L95–L99
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RAS
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First detections of [O III] in the reionization era

•Young star-forming metal-poor galaxy 

•Age < 30 Myr, SFR ~ 300 Mo/yr, Z = 0.05–1 Zo 

•No [C II] and dust emission were found.
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SXDF-NB1006-2 at z = 7.215 Inoue, YT+16, Science, 352, 1559

Contours: [OIII] 88um 
Background: Subaru/Lyα
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Furthest detection of [O III] at z = 9.1096

•Low-mass star-forming galaxy 

•Age = 290 Myr, SFR ~ 4 (μg/10)−1 Mo/yr, Z = 0.05–1 Zo 

•No dust emission
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Hashimoto, YT et al. (2018) Nature, 557, 392MACS1149-JD1

Contours: [OIII] 88um 
Background: HST/H160
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Early dust production

•Diversity in dust contents in EoR 

•Small dust mass in LAEs (e.g. Ouchi+13, Ota+14, Inoue & YT+16) 

•Large dust mass of ~10^7 M⦿ in LBGs (Watson+15, Laporte+17) 

•Dust budget crisis: How galaxies got dust so quickly? 

•Type II SNe is the major contributors to dust mass at z > 8 

•Grain growth in dense ISM plays an important role?
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Watson+2015, Nature Laporte+2017

z ~ 7.5 (A1689-zD1) z = 8.38  (A2744-YD4)

Venemans+2017

z = 7.541  (ULAS J1342+0928)
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Motivations
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Key questions: 
Can ALMA really serve as “z-machine” at z > 8? 

How and when metal enrichment happened? 
Why dust exists in the earliest universe?

Purpose: 
ALMA observations of a galaxy at EoR 

SED modeling with [OIII] + dust 
Dust formation / destruction modeling
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Target: Frontier Field LBG “MACS0416_Y1”
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•The best among > 100 LBGs at z > 8 

•Bright (H160 = 26.0 AB, μg = 1.4) 

•Well-constrained redshift (z_ph ~ 8.3–8.7) 

•Accessible from ALMA (Cycle 4)

Critical line 
for z = 9 

(Kawamata+16)

MACS J0416-24

Laporte et al. (2015)
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ALMA Observations (Cycle 4)

•2016-Oct … 2017-Jul 

•Band 7 (340–366 GHz, 850 um) 

•4 tunings (Δz = 0.72) 

•Beam size ~ 0.1–0.2 arcsec 

•t_integ ~ 2 hr/tuning 

•Imaging 

•CASA (v.4.7) 

•0”.1 tapered 

•1σ = 10.9 uJy/B (continuum) 

•1σ = 0.5 mJy/B (line)

!10
ALMA proposal (YT+)
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Results: Dust detection at S/N = 7.6

•Second detection of dust at z > 8 

•S_850um = 137 ± 26 μJy 

•Spatially resolved 

•Size: 0”.36 × 0”.10 = 1.7 × 0.5 kpc 

•Tracing UV emission 

•Peak at/between E-C clumps 

•Large dust mass 

•assuming T_dust = 50 K, β = 1.5… 

•L_TIR = (2.4 ± 0.5) × 10^11 L⦿ 

•M_dust = (0.5 ± 0.1) × 10^7 M⦿
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0’’.2

E C W

YT+18, submitted

Contours: 850 um continuum 
Background: HST/F160W
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Yes, [OIII] can identify a spectroscopic redshift!

•Spectroscopic redshift z = 8.3118 ± 0.0003 

•One of the furthest galaxies identified spectroscopically 

•z = 9.1096 (Hashimoto, YT et al. 2018, Nature) 

•z = 8.38 with S/N = 4.0 and ΔV ~ 40 km/s (Laprote+17)

!12

Photo-z’s

0’’.5

[OIII] on F160W
6.3 sigma

YT+18, submitted

ΔV = 141 ± 21 km/s
Signal

Noise
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Redshift Record
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# Redshift Object References Telescope/Line Dust?

1 9.110 MACS J1149-JD Hashimoto, YT+ (2018) ALMA/[OIII] N

2 8.683 EGSY-2008532660 Zitrin+ (2015) Keck/Lyα n/a

3 8.38 A2744_YD4 Laporte+ (2017) ALMA/[OIII] Y (4σ)
4 8.312 MACS0416_Y1 Tamura+ (2018) ALMA/[OIII] Y
5 7.664 z7_GSD_3811 Song+ (2016) Keck/Lyα n/a

6 7.640 MACS1423-z7p64 Hoag+ (2017) HST/Lyα & ALMA/[CII] N

7 7.541 ULAS J1342+0928 Banados+(2017) Magellan/Lyα &  
ALMA/[CII]

Y
8 7.508 z8-GND-5296 Finkelstein+ (2013) Keck/Lyα n/a

9 7.452 GS2_1406 Larson+ (2017) HST/Lyα n/a

10 7.212 SXDF-NB1006-2
Shibuya+(2012) 

Inoue, YT+ (2016)
Subaru+Keck/Lya 

ALMA/[OIII] N
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[O III]-to-IR Luminosity Ratio

•MACS0416_Y1 is (surprisingly!) similar to dusty starbursts.
!14

SMGs 
QSOs

SXDF-NB1006-2

MACS0416_Y1

Local dwarfs

Local starbursts/spirals

A2744_YD4

MACS1149-JD1

B14-65666
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Questions arise...

•SED modeling: How does "dust" coexist with UV SED? 

•Can dust emission and blue UV slope be explained self-consistently? 

•TIR + [OIII]88 should be a key (A.K. Inoue+16; Mawatari+, in prep.) 

•Dust budget crisis: How did a galaxy get dust so quickly? 

•Type II SNe is the major contributors to dust mass at z > 8 

•Grain growth in dense ISM plays an important role?

!15

Purpose: 
How and when metal enrichment happened? 

Why dust exists in the earliest universe?
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Stellar Population Synthesis Analysis

•Rest-frame UV-optical and FIR [OIII] + dust continuum 

•Based on Mawatari+2016, 2019 (in prep) 

•Stellar: Bruzual Charlot 2003 (BC03) 

•Dust (FIR): Local LIRGs (Rieke+09) 

•Nebular: SFR -> N_ion -> Hβ -> [OIII] (Inoue+11) 

•Three extinction curves are used 

•Calzetti, Milky Way (MW), Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) 

•2175 A bump (carbon) is evident in the MW law

!16

Fitting parameters
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SED Fits: Results

•UV-bright stellar component can co-exist with luminous 
dust component if the dust mass pre-exists. 

•Formation epoch dates back to z ~ 11 

•Age of ~0.18 Gyr indicates the onset of star-formation happened at z ~ 11

!17

[O iii] and Dust at z = 8.312 11

Table 5. The best-fitting parameters of the rest-frame ultraviolet to far-infrared
spectral energy distribution of MACS0416 Y1.

Extinction law

Items Calzetti SMC MW

�2 10.1 12.2 8.0

DOF 3 3 3

Dust attenuation AV (mag) 0.50+0.07
�0.06 0.20+0.10

�0.01 0.50+0.04
�0.05

Age ⌧age (Gyr) 0.18+0.39
�0.05 0.0014+0.0004

�0.0005 0.18+0.07
�0.05

SFH ⌧�1
SFH (Gyr�1)

]
10.0+90.0

�17.2 �100+200
�0 10.0+43.7

�11.6

Metallicity Z 0.0040+0.0084
�0.0037 0.0001+0.0059

�0.0000 0.0040+0.0160
�0.0024

LyC escape fraction fesc 0.50+0.20
�0.24 0.30+0.41

�0.19 0.50+0.15
�0.27

Stellar mass Mstar (109M�)
†

4.8+6.8
�4.7 0.26+7.01

�0.09 5.1+7.1
�4.9

SFR (M� yr�1)
†

13.2+255.2
�8.8 199+355

�194 13.7+225.6
�10.1

LIR (1011L�)
†

1.37+0.68
�0.48 1.35+0.67

�0.63 1.50+0.55
�0.52

Note—The error bars represent the 68% confidence interval.

†The value is corrected for lensing magnification with µg = 1.43 ± 0.04 (Kawamata et al. 2016), while the error bar does not
include the uncertainty in µg.

] ⌧�1
SFH = 0, ⌧�1

SFH > 0 and ⌧�1
SFH < 0 represent for constant, exponentially-declining and rising star-formation histories as defined

in Equation 1.

et al. 2017); for instance, a median of Mdust/Mstar =
4.2 ⇥ 10�3 is observed for 1402 250-µm selected nor-
mal star-forming galaxies at z < 0.5 from the Herschel -
ATLAS survey (Smith et al. 2012). These facts sug-
gest that the stellar mass of MACS0416 Y1 could sig-
nificantly be underestimated if assuming the SMC law,
and thus it is not likely that the metal-poor, high-SFR
solution is applicable to MACS0416 Y1.
These fits also provide a constraint on the fraction of

LyC photons escaping the galaxy (Table 5). The best-
fitting SEDs with the Calzetti and MW dust extinction
laws rule out a zero escape fraction at 2� confidence level
and favor fesc ⇡ 0.5, whereas the SMC law suggest a
slightly lower value of fesc ⇡ 0.3 which is still consistent
with no escaping LyC photon at 1.5�. The cross-section
of a neutral hydrogen (H i) for ionizing photons is
�LyC = 6.3⇥10�18 cm2, suggesting the meanH i column
density of NHI = �(ln fesc)�

�1
LyC = 1.1+1.0

�0.5 ⇥ 1017 cm�2

(Calzetti law) and 1.1+1.2
�0.4⇥1017 cm�2 (MW law). Note,

however, that the best-fitting escape fraction strongly
depends on the nebular emissivity model and could at-
tain a lower value for alternative models. The [O iii]
emissivity is calibrated using the local scaling relation
between [O iii] luminosities and SFRs in which the nor-
malization (i.e., emissivity) depends on the metallicity
of the galaxies (Inoue et al. 2014a). The scatter of the
emissivities covers a range of 0.3 dex, suggesting that
there remains a systematic uncertainty in escape frac-

tion at least by a factor of 2. Furthermore, the escape
fraction could also be lower if the [O iii] emissivity is
lower than the local calibration due to a systematically-
higher electron density of H ii regions as suggested for
star-forming galaxies at z ⇠ 3 (e.g., Shirazi et al. 2014).
Obviously, it is important to constrain the electron den-
sity by measuring the higher transitions of [O iii] at
52 µm and/or ��4959, 5007 Å. High-frequency ALMA
observations and JWST spectroscopy will make it pos-
sible to investigate this further.

6. DISCUSSIONS

The stellar SED analysis presented in § 5 has high-
lighted a relatively large stellar mass if either the
Calzetti or MW extinction law is the case, which may
facilitate the production of ⇠ 106–107 M� dust mass
after the star-formation duration of ⇡ 0.18 Gyr. On
the other hand, there is a solution which suggests an
extremely-young, metal-poor stellar component if we
use the SMC extinction law, as presented in § 5. The
solution also explains the IR luminosity if the dust mass
preexists, while it needs to be discussed whether the
large dust mass can be attained in the very short dura-
tion (⇠ 10�3 Gyr). In this section, we discuss how our
current understanding of dust formation and evolution
reproduces the dust mass observed in MACS0416 Y1.
In the past decade, substantial amounts of dust rang-

ing from 106 to 108M� have been identified in the z > 7
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Dust mass evolution model (Asano & Takeuchi+13)

•Current understanding of dust evolution reproduces observed dust 
mass? 

•Dust mass evolution in MACS0416_Y1 

•SF timescale tau_SF = 0.3 Gyr 

•Roughly scaled so that predicted M_star and SFR match the observed ones

!18

Few AGB stars 
at z ~ 8
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Dust mass evolution model: Results

•Dust enrichment can naturally be explained by the dust 
evolution model in which grain growth and destruction are 
reasonably considered.
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SMC 
(unlikely)

Calzetti

MW

Tdust = 40 K

50 K
SMC 

(unlikely)

Calzetti

MW
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Summary

•ALMA reveals early dust enrichment in a z > 8 galaxy 

•UV-to-FIR SED modeling reveals (surprisingly) relatively-mature stellar 
component with enriched ISM (gas and dust). 

•Formation epoch dates back to z = 11. 

•Dust enrichment can naturally be explained by a dust evolution model in 
which grain growth and destruction are reasonably considered. 

•Future prospects with ALMA 

•Cycle 5: [C II] measurements with band 5 + deep [OIII] imaging 

•Cycle 6: 500-pc imaging of multi-phase ISM in dust (GMCs) and [OIII] (HII 
regions) 

•Cycle 6: Further [OIII] search
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